
Academic History Workteam 

Meeting Agenda 

Tuesday, January 7, 2013 

2:00 PM – 3:00 PM 

1-800-893-8850 PIN:  6384637 

Present:  UAS: Mae, Barbara  UAF: Lili, Kara, Libby, Susan 
UAA: Lora, Jennifer (Kodiak), Sandy (MatSu)   SW: Jane 

                 
 

1. Academic Standing: How is it calculated across MAUs?- Barbara Hegel   
Barbara said that a few students who have UAS as priority 1 and UAF as priority 2 (as 
an example). UAS looks only to priority 1 for academic standing. UAS and UAA use 
however any courses within the UA system that a student has taken in a term and 
includes all grades to see the full history of a student. This has been in process for some 
time- UAF does not look to other classes, only their own. Libby, Lora and Barbara 
agreed to discuss this issue when they meet in Anchorage later this week. 

 
 
 

2. Faculty online grading it’s too clunky.  –Lora Volden 
The process for entering grades is very clunky- a faculty member has to go all the way 
out and go back into the system to enter grades for a new course.  It would be better to 
have some way to access all the courses a professor is teaching somewhere on the 
page rather than have multiple clicks.  Libby said at Summit (Ellucian Live!)  they’re 
discussing new grading- wonder if something  will come out with Banner 9?  Jane said 
Banner 9 will be put into LRGP in October possibly. Also on faculty grading, the last date 
of attendance was causing some faculty issues when entering the data and not knowing 
their submit didn’t go through if the dates were not included.  Barb would be willing to 
support a TR if there isn’t something coming with Banner 9.  Lora said she would submit 
a task request while Barbara was checking the Banner 9 documentation to see what 
would be coming up. 
 

 
3. AVOW One step download – Lindsey Chadwell   

Lindsey unavailable but Lora spoke to this subject.  The single sign-in is needed 
because of the multi-step process that is currently in place.  UAA is having lots of 
difficulty with this and would like to move forward.  They have done extensive testing and 
are ready to move forward.  Libby and Barbara agreed that UAF and UAS would do 
testing and are interested in going ahead with this.  Barbara brought up that security was 
an original concern but the single sign but all agreed single sign-in is the route to go to 
make the process easier for students and schools. 
 

4. Question regarding calculation of academic honors- Lillian Misel 
Question of why transfer credit is calculated into a student’s academic honors and if all 
MAUs do this.  All three campuses do, and although the transfer credit causes some 
annoyance to student- UAA said their faculty senate wanted to keep the calculations of 
all of a student’s academic history and UAS is the same. UAA calculates their transfer 
credit differently so that honors calculations are an easier process.  UAS and UAF 



complete all honors calculations by hand.  Lili is going to talk with UAA more about their 
process. 
 

5. Follow up on Non-Degree seeking wording on UAOnline-Lindsey/Lora  
 Lora is moving this subject to Reg team and is withdrawing it from Academic History. 

 
Next Academic History meeting:  January 22nd, 2013 


